Happy New Year to All of You!!

With the start of a New Year, we often reflect on the events of the past year and look to the future and potential of the New Year. Change often is a major part of how we reflect on the good and the bad of the past, present and future. A change from something comfortable and familiar to something new and unknown (e.g., the transition from President Obama to President-Elect Trump) can be very unsettling and may even cause concern among some. The Society for Archaeological Sciences (SAS) also has gone through some recent changes and more are likely for the future. The torch of leadership has been smoothly passed from former President Marc Walton to current President Rachel Popelka-Filcoff. Likewise a few other positions within the SAS Executive Board and the SAS Bulletin also have changed, including the SAS Bulletin Editor.

As the new SAS Bulletin Editor, I want to start by thanking Vanessa Muros for her wonderful work as SAS Bulletin Editor since Summer 2013. Kudos to you and thank you so much for your time and efforts, Vanessa! I assumed the role of Editor starting this past May, and almost immediately my life changed in many ways. I packed all my belongings, which were shipped off and placed in storage in southern California for 3 months, while my wife, my 9-month old daughter and I travelled all over the world and lived out of suitcases in remote locations for 3 months. Upon the traveling ending, I immediately had to find a place to live across the country, locate and unpack all of our belongings and start a new job within 2 weeks. The work load was unexpectedly high and finding that balance in life took me a few months. Needless to say 2016 for me and my family was filled with many change and shifts from the comfortable and familiar to the new and unknown. So, this in part is my apology and excuse for the delay in getting out Issues 3 and 4 of the 2016 SAS Bulletin. As a result, I am sending out the final issue of 2016 as an enlarged and combined issue Nos. 3/4 of Volume 39. In 2017 the normal 4 issues will be back on track with only minor delays in Issue 1 of the New Year. Again, I apologize and thank you for your patience in allowing me these transitions.

Changes can be fast and furious or slow and tortuous, but they do not always need to be bad or sad (e.g., the loss of David Bowie). In fact, some changes can be very good things, and help to provide new and exciting opportunities and paths to the future. This is absolutely the case with the SAS Bulletin. We have followed a tried and true formula for the Bulletin for many years, and long before my days of contributing, the Bulletin had always been something I looked forward to receiving in the mail. Eventually, changes were made and new issues of the Bulletin were available as both printed issues and PDF files for download by members, while some of the old issues also were prepared as PDF files for download. This routine again changed where members could opt to receive either printed or electronic issues of the Bulletin, and many chose the PDF only option as many of us already are overwhelmed by receiving printed materials, and the electronic editions made our lives simpler, transportable and more manageable.

Well, we are again at the crux of potential change with the SAS Bulletin and you, the members, will help us to shape these changes and the future vision of the Bulletin. These changes could include shifting to a four-times-per-year online format for the Bulletin (which could be downloadable as a PDF), and print-on-demand options for those who still want the traditional printed version. Access to these issues will still be restricted on an annual basis to allow members to have the first access to view and/or download, before the general public has access. Likewise, some aspects of contributions to the Bulletin are time sensitive, and it makes more sense to shift these
components to online formats where the membership can have quicker more timely access. The shift to online formats and access also will allow for increased color figures and graphics, which are not economically viable in the current price structure for the Bulletin.

There are other potential future changes in the works for the SAS Bulletin, both in its presentation and format, as well as in its content, and I hope you all will be excited about the changes in vision and direction expected in the coming months and years. So, while the future may be uncertain, it does not have to be frightening and I hope you will all see some new and wonderful changes in the SAS Bulletin in 2017 and beyond. Have a happy, healthy and productive 2017!!

Thomas R. Fenn
SAS Bulletin Editor

This section contains two notes about ongoing investigations in maritime archaeology. The first deals with the determination of manufacturing methods for copper bolts from early Modern British warships, by means of crystallographic analysis (P. Northover), while the second is focused on the application of geophysics for modeling a 3D image of a First World War wreck (J. Russo & A. Alves Salgado). Besides, an account on recent papers, books, thesis, previous conferences, and future courses, is presented.

Current Research
Ships’ sheathing and fastenings
Building on the characterization of copper and brass bolts and sheathing from three shipwrecks (HMS Impregnable lost in 1799), HMS Pomone (1811) and Flower of Ugie (1852) a multi-faceted program of research has been developed. The first part continues the metallurgical study of copper and copper alloy components from wooden ships. A database has been assembled of all available compositions from around the world which is helping construct a robust chronology, and to assist in reassessing ships already studied, confirming the identity of wrecks or in helping identify unknown wrecks. Problems still remain with the analysis of brass because with alloys like Muntz metal part of the structure always corrodes very quickly and a method of determining the original alloy content is still being developed.

For the crucial period for British ships between, say, 1775 and 1825 the copper is rather uniform in composition and microstructure but the use of a range of diffraction techniques to determine the crystallographic texture of copper bolts can identify the methods by which they were produced and to connect them with a particular manufacturer even when (as is usual) there are no works stamps on the bolts. For example, the process patented by William Collins in 1783 for drawing rather than rolling bolts produces a very recognizable texture and these results have now been published.

Parallel documentary research is focused on Admiralty records and the business archive of William Forbes. This last is very detailed and covers aspects from the operation of his rolling mill to the organization of the naval supply chain. It is possible to link Admiralty orders with the ledgers itemizing material leaving the works and for what ships. For a wreck like Impregnable excavated bolts can be matched with a very complete paper trail.

Peter Northover
Metallurgy and Archaeology, October House, Stonehill Lane, Southmoor, Abingdon, Oxfordshire
peter.northover@stcatz.ox.ac.uk

Creating an analogical 3D model of a Great War loss from a multibeam record
On March 31, 1917, the German submarine U-35 left the base of Kattaro (Montenegro), heading to the south of Portugal. On April 24, she sunk one Danish and two Norwegian steamers, and an Italian sailing vessel, off Sagres and Lagos, Portugal. Since 2014, CINAV – Portuguese Research Centre, has been studying this Great War episode, both from the historical and archaeological perspectives.

One of the sunken Norwegian steamers was the 3.715 tons SS Vilhelm Krag, where different methods of wreck recording were tested, including the classical multibeam geophysics. Based on the data acquired, the feasibility of an analogical 3D model of the wreck and its value as an archaeological resource were tested.

The archaeological recording by geophysics —multibeam in this case— provides researchers with a very useful tool to interpret a wreck. To brief, debrief and allocate diverse tasks, a tridimensional analogical tool is sometimes preferred over a digital one. This is of critical importance when it comes to efficiency and safety. Bearing this in mind, the team searched for methods to produce an analogical 3D model of the SS Vilhelm Krag, in the most automatic, quick and reliable way possible.

To achieve this goal, data acquired both from archaeographic and geophysical records was crucial. A considerable amount of reliable x, y and z data was
obtained by geophysics (Figure 1.a). From this point onwards, a quest for ways to transform digital tridimensional information in analogical data began. The idea was suggested by a mechanical engineer, Ricardo Rodrigues, while the printable file (see below) was elaborated by the project boat skipper, Tiago Dores.

The process consists in using software. This is indeed very simple, but works well nonetheless. For instance, with the open source MeshLab, used for processing and editing unconstructed 3D triangular meshes (http://meshlab.sourceforge.net/), the multibeam x, y and z data was transformed in a .stl file, which can be loaded to any 3D printing software. The .stl file was printed, thus completing the first step toward an analogical 3D model. Afterwards, details missed during the impression, such as rocks, were added. The result was then undercoated and hand painted, simulating rust and concretion, as well as marine animal and plant colonization (Figure 1.b).

By making the best of an existing pack of data recorded by multibeam, which optimized and maximized the technical means applied, it was possible to produce a very useful analogical 3D model of the wreck of the SS Vilhelm Krag from a digital 2D record. Thanks to the resulting model, the research staff was able to plan in advance the dives and tasks to perform, as well as analyze their efficiency. This made possible a better and safer archaeological practice, providing a method and resource which is very valuable for research.

Jorge Russo *
Augusto Alves Salgado
*CINAV – Portuguese Navy Research Centre
russochief@gmail.com

Recent Publications


Journal of Archaeological Sciences: Reports. From JAS: Reports 2016 (up to June), Vol. 5: “The nutritional value of Pacific herring: An ancient cultural keystone species on the Northwest Coast of North America” (M. L. Moss); “Extended residence times for foraminifera in a marine-influenced terrestrial archaeological deposit and implications for palaeoenvironmental reconstruction” (T. Nagel et al.); “The archeology, sedimentology and paleontology of Gray’s Reef National Marine Sanctuary and nearby hard bottom reefs along the mid continental shelf of the Georgia Bight” (E. G. Garrison et al.); “Craft production of large quantities of metal artifacts at the beginnings of industrialization: Application of SEM–EDS and multivariate analysis on sheathing tacks from a British transport sunk in 1813” (N. C. Ciarlo et al.); “Evolution of Taman Peninsula’s ancient Bosphorus channels, south-west Russia: Deltaic progradation and Greek colonization” (M. Giaime et al.); “Wind and wave modelling for the evaluation of the maritime accessibility and protection afforded by ancient harbours” (C. Safadi); and “A study on provenance of marine porcelains from Huaguangjiao No. 1 after sample desalination” (Y. Chen et al.); Vol. 6: “Prey selection, size, and breakage...
differences in *Turbo undulatus* opercula found within Pacific Gull (*Larus pacificus*) middens compared to Aboriginal middens and natural beach deposits, southeast Australia” (J. Sherwood et al.); “Windward vs. leeward: Inter-site variation in marine resource exploitation on Ebon Atoll, Republic of the Marshall Islands” (M. Harris et al.); “Refining the chronology for west polynesian colonization: New data from the Samoan archipelago” (J. T. Clark et al.); “Scanning the *H. L. Hunley*: Employing a structured-light scanning system in the archaeological documentation of a unique maritime artifact” (M. P. Scafuri & B. Rennison); and “Identifying prehistoric trade networks in the Massim region, Papua New Guinea: Evidence from petrographic and chemical compositional pottery analyses from Rossel and Nimowa Islands in the Louisiade Archipelago” (B. Shaw et al.). Furthermore, this volume contains a special section entitled Aquatic resource exploitation by prehistoric humans, that includes a series of articles focused on human management of different resources associated to aquatic environments (e.g. fish, shellfish, and birds), as well as on the relevance of isotopic evidence and other sources of data to evaluate the consumption of marine and freshwater animals in island and coastal scenarios. Finally, from Vol. 7: “Geoarchaeological evolution of Tel Akko’s ancient harbour (Israel)” (C. Morhange et al.); “Dendrochronological dating of kauri timbers from Browne’s spar station (1832–1836), Mahurangi, Auckland, New Zealand” (G. Boswijk et al.); “A ‘North Atlantic island signature’ of timber exploitation: Evidence from wooden artefact assemblages from Viking Age and Medieval Iceland” (D. E. Mooney); “The environmental context of the Neolithic monuments on the Brodgar Isthmus, Mainland, Orkney” (C. R. Bates et al.); and “Indicator groups and effective seasons on the coastal: Zoooarchaeology of fish in the lower Suwannee region of Florida” (A. Palmiotto).


British Archaeological Reports (BAR). The following book published early on 2016 by Archaeopress is of particular interest: Water as a morphogen in landscapes/L’eau comme morphogène dans les paysages (S. Robert & B. Sittler, eds.), BAR No. 232, viii + 104 pages; illustrated throughout in black and white, ISBN 9781784912871. This book includes eight communications of the XVII UISPP World Congress, which was held on 1st to 7th September 2014 in Burgos, Spain. These presentations shed light on the relationship between inhabitants of different periods and places from Prehistory to recent times, and their surrounding environment. The common denominator of these papers is a focus on the role played by water bodies—mostly rivers—in people’s settlement, circulation across the territory, management of resources, and landscape construction, among the main themes.

Thesis
Early on 2016, the Ph.D. Dissertation “Innovación tecnológica y conflicto naval en Europa Occidental, 1751-1815: aportes arqueológicos e históricos al conocimiento de la metalurgia y sus aplicaciones en los barcos de guerra”, was presented by Nicolás C. Ciarlo at the School of Philosophy and Letters, University of Buenos Aires, Argentina. This thesis deals with the analysis of technological innovations and conflict of naval powers from mid-18th to early 19th century, with focus on the applications of metallurgy to warships. An array of metal artifacts from British, French and Spanish shipwrecks from this period was characterized. Ships of different rates (and unrated) were considered, and special attention was paid to objects related to structural fastenings, sheathing, nautical equipment, and ordnance for specific analysis. The application of different instrumental techniques such as Light Microscopy, Scanning Electron Microscopy, Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy, Optical Emission Spectroscopy, and Atomic Absorption Spectrometry, allowed identifying the materials and methods of manufacture employed. Based on this technical data and the information recovered from historical sources and other well studied archaeological sites, changes in metallurgy and warships of the main European navies were analyzed. A discussion concerning technological transfer, the place of empirical techniques and scientific knowledge, as well as the implications that war between the mentioned states had on developments, allow shedding light on the dynamic of the innovation process during early Modern period.

Previous Meetings and Conferences
49th Annual Conference on Historical and Underwater Archaeology. A Call to Action: The Past and Future of Historical Archaeology. This meeting was held from 6th to 9th January 2016, at the Omni Shoreham Hotel in Washington, D.C. The following presentations dealt with the application of geophysical methods for archaeological survey, the use of digital techniques for recording wrecks and artifacts, as well as the analysis of samples from ships and prehistoric sites: “Using Mobile Sonar and 3D Animated Web Modeling for Public Outreach and Management of Historic Shipwrecks in Lake Michigan” (K. Kaufmann); “Initial Deepwater Archaeological Survey and Assessment of the Atomic Target Vessel US Independence (CVL22)” (J. P. Delgado et al.); “Recent Analyses of the Faunal Assemblage from the Submerged Cave Site of Hoyo Negro: Implications for Late Pleistocene Human Ecology Research on the Yucatan Peninsula” (D. Rissolo et al.); “Multiscale Image Acquisition for Structure-from-Motion (SfM) Modeling of the Submerged Late Pleistocene Site of Hoyo Negro, Quintana, Mexico” (A. E. Nava Blank et al.); “The Case

**44th Computer Applications and Quantitative Methods in Archaeology Conference (CAA 2016), Exploring Oceans of Data.** This meeting was held from March 29th to April 2nd 2016, at the Museum of Cultural History, University of Oslo, Norway. The conference was attended by scholars, specialists and experts in the field of computing technologies applied to archaeology, and addressed a multitude of topics. The presentations were focused on the exploration the oceans of digital information available from a plethora of archaeological sites. Regarding maritime heritage, the following case studies from all over the world are worth mentioning: from Session No. 3, “Modeling prehistoric maritime interactions in East Polynesia” (M. Allen et al.); “Reconstructing and modelling the Stone Age landscape in Southeastern Norway” (G. Steinskog); “Uncovering routes to Grenada: Exploring possible routes between mainland South America and the Southern Lesser Antilles” (E. Slayton et al.); “A space and time analysis of the Early Bronze Age Levantine Littoral” (C. Safadi); “Exploitation of prevailing winds and currents by the earliest known seafarers, reaching and colonizing Australasia c 50 000 years ago” (E. K. Kuijjer et al.); “Using GIS modeling to reconstruct the urban landscape of the Roman city of Ossonoba” (C. S. Machado Teixeira et al.); and “The first web based viewer for archaeological underwater sites in Europe: The Splashesco—Viewer” (M. Mennenga & H. Jöns); from Session No. 6, “3D Reconstruction of Koh, Russian rowing/sailing boat of the 17th century” (M. V. Vavulin et al.); from Session No. 7, “Creation of an Early 19th century Siberian ship 3D model” (A. A. Pushkarev et al.); and “Underwater archaeological remains open to the public diving – close range photogrammetry as a digital preservation and complex documentations of despairing relics” (A. M. Kubicka); from Session No. 11, “Best practices to re-use remote sensing data coming from marine geophysical surveys for the 3D reconstruction of underwater archaeological deep-sites” (M. Ritondale et al.); from Session No. 13, “Liquid footprints: Water, urbanism, and sustainability in Roman Ostia” (M. A. Locicero); and from Session No. 15, “From the largest to the smallest:
The use of the latest technology in digitalization of the objects from the collection of the National Maritime Museum in Gdańsk” (P. Dziewanowski & J. Różycki).

**Society for American Archaeology 81st Annual Meeting.** This event was held from 6th to 10th April 2016, at Orlando, Florida. Among the numerous presentations on the archaeology of maritime cultures, the following can be highlighted: “Deepwater Shipwrecks and Oil Spill Impacts: A Multidisciplinary Investigation of Shipwreck Impacts from the Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill” (D. Warren et al.); “Gulf of Mexico Shipwreck Corrosion, Hydrocarbon Exposure, Microbiology, and Archaeology (GOM-SHEMA) Project: Did the 2010 Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill Impact Historic Shipwrecks?” (M. Damour et al.); and “From Excavation to the Laboratory: A Multi-faceted Analysis of the Emanuel Point Shipwrecks” (J. Bratten). See the final program at: www.saa.org/Portals/0/SAA/MEETINGS/2016%20Program/Program_final.pdf

**Courses and Seminars**

**Advanced Practicum in Maritime Archaeology.** Flinders University will host a field school practicum between 21st and 26th November 2016. It will focus on marine geophysics and 3D modeling in Archaeology, providing students with opportunities to participate in a professional work environment. This course will be taught in intensive mode during one week (6 days) and will focus on the principles, theory and method of marine geophysics for archaeology. It will also include a 2-day workshop on the application of 3D modeling to maritime archaeology. One day will be spent in the field, to acquire data, while another will be devoted to the interpretation and reporting. Theory and taught coursework will cover an introduction to sidescan, marine magnetometer, sub-bottom and multi-beam. Field data will be gathered and interpreted using sidescan data only. If you need further information about the course please contact Dr Jonathan Benjamin to jonathan.benjamin@flinders.edu.au

**3D Workshop in underwater archaeology.** A workshop on 3D Multi-image Photogrammetry will be taught by specialists Mr Kevin Edwards (Tempus Archaeology & Western Australian Museum, Perth & Flinders University, Adelaide) and Dr Kotaro Yamafune (Texas A&M University, Texas) during 26th & 27th November 2016. This two day course will precede the opening of the **Sixth International Congress on Underwater Archaeology** (IKUWA6), which will be hosted by the Western Australian Maritime Museum in Fremantle, Western Australia, between 28th November and 2nd December.

For more information about the IKUWA6 and the course, see: www.aima-underwater.org.au/about-ikuwa6/

**Miscellanea**

**INA new research vessel: Virazon II.** On May 4, The Institute of Nautical Archaeology (INA) christened a brand-new custom-built archaeological research vessel in Istanbul, Turkey (Figure 2). The 25 m-long **Virazon II** was designed by NAVTEK naval architecture firm and built in the MengiYay shipyard in Tuzla, Turkey. She is powered by twin 405-hp engines, three 108-kw generators, and a 54-kw bow thruster. She can accommodate 19 researchers and crew, including two guests in a VIP cabin with en-suite bathroom. **Virazon II** is designed to support underwater surveys and shipwreck excavations around the world, being equipped with a 5-ton A-frame for lifting INA’s two-person submersible **Carolyn**, a 500-kg deck crane, two hull-mounted sonar units, a two-person recompression chamber, and 8 high- and low-pressure air compressors for airlifting and tank-filling with Nitrox capability. **Virazon II** is the first ship in Turkey to be built and classed by RINA as an archaeological research vessel; her construction was made possible by a donation honoring the lifelong contributions of INA Director and underwater pioneer Claude Duthuit (1931-2011). She is named after INA’s first research vessel, the 1953 U.S. Army T-Boat **Virazon**.

INA has been affiliated with the graduate Nautical Archaeology Program at Texas A&M University for four decades. INA owns and operates a research center in Bodrum, Turkey and works closely with the Bodrum Museum of Underwater Archaeology, where thousands of artifacts from five decades of INA shipwreck excavations are on public display. Following sea trials this summer, **Virazon II** will relocate to her permanent berth in Yalıkavak Marina outside of Bodrum before serving in her first Turkish shipwreck survey this fall.
Michela Spataro is the scientist for ceramics and stone in a project team of the National Institute of Archaeology in continental Europe with a focus on the technology of ceramic production and origin of raw materials. She participates in a project team of the National Institute of Archaeology, studying the early Neolithic Starčevo-Criş Culture in Romania, Serbia and Croatia, which produced the earliest pottery in continental Europe. This project was linked to her Ph.D. research, also at UCL Institute of Archaeology, on early and middle Neolithic pottery production and circulation in the Adriatic region (Italy and Croatia). She has been conducting natural science research on ceramics at the British Museum since 2007. Her research interests are directed to the Neolithic in Southern and Southeastern Europe with a focus on the technology of ceramic production and origin of raw materials. She participates in a project team of the National Institute of Archaeology with Museum. Spataro is responsible for scientific analyses of clay and stone artefacts in the Museum collection. She uses optical microscopy and Scanning Electron Microscopy to identify raw material sources and the technological processes used to produce these artifacts. She is particularly interested in the provenance of ceramic raw materials (clays and mineral inclusions) which can indicate where a pot was manufactured, and therefore shed light on patterns of pottery production and trade in the past. She has also worked on porcelain, clay tablets, mosaic tesserae, stoneware, marble and sandstone, and collaborates with conservators to assess changes in the condition of marble or limestone statues. Classical archaeologist Alexandra Villing is concerned mainly with ancient Greece and its culture. She is the Curator of Greek pottery and terracotta figurines at the British Museum’s Department of Greece and Rome, and joined the British Museum in 2001 after having studied at Oxford and worked in Germany and Greece. She was the academic advisor for the British Museum’s Ancient Greece website, co-curated a cross-cultural, cross-period exhibition on Fantastic Creatures (shown in Korea and Hong Kong), and has long been involved in excavations in Turkey, at ancient Miletos and Knidos. Her most recent work includes research with Michela Spataro on the social and technological aspects of Greek ‘coarse ware’ pottery. Villing is currently preparing publications on Archaic pottery from Miletos and on Greek-Egyptian relations at Naukratis, a Greek-Egyptian trading city in the Nile Delta.

The 23 papers presented in this monograph derive from a conference which had the same title as this volume that was held at the British Museum in London in December 2010. These contributions are the products of the interdisciplinary exchange of ideas and approaches to the study of kitchen pottery between archaeologists, material scientists, historians and ethnoarchaeologists. They aim to set a vital but long-neglected category of evidence in its wider social, political and economic contexts. Structured around main themes concerning technical aspects of pottery production; cooking as socio-economic practice; and changing tastes, culinary identities and cross-cultural encounters, a range of social economic and technological models are discussed on the basis of insights gained from the study of kitchen pottery production, use and evolution. Much discussion and work in the last decade has focused on technical and social aspects of coarse ware and in particular kitchen ware. The chapters in this volume contribute to this debate, moving kitchen pottery beyond the Binfordian ‘technomic’ category and embracing a wider view, linking processualism, ceramic ecology, behavioral schools, and ethnoarchaeology to research on historical developments and cultural transformations covering a broad geographical area of the Mediterranean region and spanning a long chronological sequence. This volume includes contributions spanning eras from the Bronze Age to the Modern period, although many of the essays focus on Hellenistic and Roman subjects. As the table of contents indicates, several essays consider kitchen wares in Peloponnesian and Greek contexts near to the Corinthia, including the nearby Berbati Valley, Laconia, Aegina, and Athens. A majority of publications on Hellenistic, Roman, and Late Antique pottery have focused on amphorae (storage and transport vessels), or fine tableware’s (for dining), material classes...
that were produced and regularly exchanged across the Mediterranean. The gritty, scorched, utilitarian kitchen wares, however, have been relatively neglected, even though they comprise one of the most common kinds of pottery found in Hellenistic and Roman contexts and were the basis for one of the most fundamental human activities in the ancient world: cooking and food preparation. As they tend to be regionally produced, and regionally produced in similar forms over long periods of time, they mark significant indicators of regional tastes and traditions.

The volume is divided into three parts; each chapter has its own bibliography. The double-column “Index: (pp. 269-278) emphasizes topical entries and proper nouns and also includes figures, tables, and notes. The front matter consists of a “Preface” (pp. vi-vii) and a “List of contributors” (pp. viii-vii) with academic or other affiliations and email addresses. Chapter 1 “Investigating ceramics, cuisine and culture – past, present and future” by Alexandra Villing and Michela Spataro (pp. 1-25, 11 figures, 26 endnotes, 132 references). The editors provide an overview on the topics of foodways, the development of cooking pots (including shapes and functions), relationships between ceramics and cuisines, and importance of use wear and residue analyses. Contributions from archaeobotany, zooarchaeology, and osteological analyses, and materials science studies are noted, and social approaches to cuisine such as gender, social stratification, and ethnicity are reviewed. The authors comment that “ancient foodways and cuisine are an integral part of the technical, social, and cultural history of humanity: and “food and culture shape our lives and our history” (p. 19).

Part I. How to make a perfect cooking pot: technical choices between tradition and innovation (8 chapters). Chapter 2 “Materials choices in utilitarian pottery: kitchen wares in the Berbati valley, Greece” by Ian Whitbread (pp. 28-36, 3 figures, 42 references). The properties of cooking wares and centers of cooking ware production in the Aegean region are detailed and the Berbati Valley characterized. A total of 243 samples of pottery from all chronological periods was studied by optical petrographic thin-section analysis and assigned to six fabric groups. Felsic fabrics were found in all cookware for four periods, Archaic through Late Antique. Chapter 3 “Home-made recipes: tradition and innovation in Bronze Age cooking pots from Akrotiri, Thera” by Noémi S. Müller, Vassilis Kilikoglou and Peter M. Day (pp. 37-48, 6 figures, 1 table, 4 endnotes, 46 references). The geological setting of Bronze Age Akrotiri is reviewed and an analysis of 159 ceramic specimens by optical petrographic thin-section analysis.
Part 2. Lifting the lid on ancient cuisine: understanding cooking as socio-economic practice (7 chapters). Chapter 9 “From cooking pots to cuisine. Limitations and perspectives of a ceramic-based approach” by Bartłomiej Lis (pp. 104-114, 7 figures, 11 endnotes 37 references). The research documents materials from the Early Mycenaean through Late Helladic periods but the author notes a major limitation is the nature of the archaeological contexts from which the pottery was recovered. Vessel morphology and stability, burning marks, and the identification of cooking methods and definition of cuisine are discussed. Cooking assemblages are characterized and diachronic changes reported, and contexts and the importance of scientific analyses including archaeobotanical and archaeozoological data from residue analysis are stressed. Chapter 10 “Cooking up new perspectives for Late Minoan IB domestic activities: an experimental approach to understanding the possibilities and the probabilities of using ancient cooking pots” by Jerolyn E. Morrison, Chrysa Sofianou, Thomas M. Brogan, Jad Alyounis and Dimitra Mylona (pp. 115-124, 8 figures, 38 references). Background on and the nature of the research design is reported for studies undertaken at the site of Papadiokampos, East Crete. The cooking pot assemblage from House A.1 is reviewed and experimental procedure discussed, notably the production of cooking pots, preparation of the pots for use, food preparation and cooking, and vessel morphology. Replica vessels were fabricated and used in food preparation, lessons learned reported, and comments made on post-cooking and eating habits. Chapter 11 “Reading the Residues: The Use of Chromatographic and Mass Spectrometric Techniques for Reconstructing the Role of Kitchen and other Domestic Vessels in Roman Antiquity” by Lucy J. E. Cramp and Richard P. Evershed (pp. 25-140, 6 figures, 117 references). The authors point out that macroscopic residues are rare finds in the archaeological record but that absorbed residues are common. The scientific analyses using GC/MS, LC/MS, HPLC, EI, CI and APCI are discussed. Commodities important in the Roman Empire included animal products, marine products (including garum), plant oils and waxes, beeswax, resins and gums, and wine and beer – all characterized by scientific analysis. The chapter also includes a discussion of residues from Classical antiquity, the interpretation of culinary practices, and vessel functions: culinary, non-culinary, cooking, serving, cosmetic, symbolic, and decorative.

Chapter 12 “Cooking pots in ancient and Late Antique cookbooks” by Andrew James Donnelly (pp. 141-147, 3 tables, 6 endnotes, 20 references). Donnelly reports fascinating research on cooking techniques defined from cooking texts and their uses in defining the functions of cooking vessels. Three examples from early cookbooks are provided. Apicius (1st century AD, reported by Pliny the Elder) a ten chapter cookbook with 450+ recipes. A frequency analysis of eight words for different vessel types (caccaba, patina, patella, olla, clibanus, pultarius, sartago, and zerna) leads to definitions of form and functional uses. Studies of cookbooks by Vinidarius (5th-6th century AD) with four vessel words and Anthimus (6th century AD) with two are also reported. Different methods of cooking by cultural groups are noted. Chapter 13 “Unchanging tastes: first steps towards the correlation of the evidence for food preparation and consumption in ancient Laconia” by Elizabeth Langridge-Noti (pp. 148-156, 5 figures, 3 endnotes, 32 references). The author discusses three major topics: 1) literary sources on foodstuffs (notably wine and figs), 2) archaeological floral and faunal analysis from the site of Gerake, Lakonia, and 3) food preparation and equipment including the pottery assemblage and vessel shapes. Chapter 14 “Fuel, cuisine and food preparation in Etruria and Latium: cooking stands as evidence for change” by Laura M. Banducci (pp. 157-169, 8 figures, 1 table, 34 endnotes, 74 references). A typology of cooking stands is reported from 1st millennium BC sites in Central Italy. Cooking vessel, fabrics, vessel morphology, cooking fuels (a shift from firewood to charcoal), and cooking stand and their relation to foodways are related; food preparation time is also considered. Chapter 15 Vivaria in dolis: a cultural and social marker of Romanised society?” by Laure G. Meulemans (pp. 170-178, 5
Part 3. New pots, new recipes? Changing tastes, culinary identities and cross-cultural encounters (7 chapters). Chapter 16 “The Athenian kitchen from the Early Iron Age to the Hellenistic period: by Susan I. Rotroff (pp. 180-189, 8 figures, 37 endnotes, 33 references). Rotroff provides an overview based upon her analysis of 450 inventoried vessels from the excavations in the Athenian Agora dating c 1150 BC to the end of the 1st millennium BC. The specimens have a chronological distribution from Early Iron Age (1050-800 BC), and Archaic (800-600 BC), Classical (600-400) through Hellenistic (400-200 and 200-1 BC). Local and imported vessels are differentiated and these robust forms include cooking jugs, chytra, lopas, pans and parchers. Chapter 17 “Mediterranean-type cooking ware in indigenous contexts during the Iron Age in southern Gaul (6th-3rd centuries BC)” by Anne-Marie Curé (pp. 190-202, 7 figures, 42 references). Mortars (shallow open bowls with thick walls, sometimes with spouts and handles) were produced and widely distributed from the 6th to 3rd centuries BC in Mediterranean Gaul. Twelve main types are defined and relationships to amphorae, wine making, and local cooking wares from eight sites are detailed. The author concludes that these were exogenous items imported initially and then produced on a regional scale. Chapter 18 “Forms of adoption, adaptation and resistance in the cooking ware repertoire of Lucania, South Italy (8th-3rd centuries BC)” by Alessandro Quercia (pp. 203-212, 8 figures, 10 endnotes, 41 references). The author discusses the distribution and chronologies of cooking wares and manufacturing sites of “impasto” pottery, a handmade coarse fabric pottery, made during the Bronze and Iron Ages in Lucania. Vessel types include chytra, kakkabe, tagema, and lopas. Southern Italy was influenced by ceramic production in the Metaponto region of Italy, particularly by the Roman Republic after the 4th century BC but the Lucanians were selective in adapting the Greek and Roman cooking ware repertoire. Chapter 19 “Pots and bones: cuisine in Roman Tuscany – the example of Il Monte” by Günther Schörner (pp. 213-221, 6 figures, 3 tables, 24 endnotes, 70 references). Foodways in Roman Etruria are detailed from the archaeological record rather than literary sources; the Il Monte site is located in northern Tuscany. Coarse common ware for cooks but also for storage and serving foo are considered. Jars, cooking ollas, bowls, lids, cups, bottles, and plates are in the ceramic assemblage. Cooking meat, primarily pig rather than cattle, is discerned from the animal bones and the ceramic assemblage from Etruscan sites differed from Roman practices. The evolution of cuisine in terms of food items is also documented.

Chapter 20 “Culinary clash in northwestern Iberia at the height of the Roman Empire: the Castro do Vieito case study” by António José Marques da Silva (pp. 222-232, 8 figures, 34 references). The site of Castro do Vieito is located in northwest Iberia and the author provides historical context and data from the ceramic assemblage from salvage archaeological studies. There is no evidence of ceramic production at the site, but vessel types and indigenous potters’ marks are documented. Roman influence is noted but few foreign ceramics were recovered but hybrid ceramic types are reported. Chapter 21 “Coarse kitchen and household pottery as an indicator for Egyptian presence in the southern Levant: a diachronic perspective” by Alexander Fantalkin (pp. 233-241, 1 figure, 12 endnotes, 79 references). There was strong Egyptian involvement in Canaan from the Late Bronze Age through beginning of the Iron Age; at least one Egyptian “retreat” of 500 years is noted in the 12th century BC. The presence of East Greek pottery and an Early Islamic incursion are reported. Colonization, cultural preferences, and trade are factors affect the kitchen and household ceramic assemblages. Chapter 22 “Kitchen pottery from Iron Age Cyprus: diachronic and social perspectives” by Sabine Fourrier (pp. 242-250, 1 figure, 29 endnotes, 38 references). Fourrier differentiated Aegeanizing versus Orientalizing for Cyprus from the 12th century BC onwards. The use of the fast wheel and production of jugs, amphorae, and cooking pots is documented, and a unique 6th century BC terracotta grill from the site of Amathous described.

Postscript: Looking beyond antiquity (1 chapter). Chapter 23 “Aegean cooking pots in the modern era (1700–1950)” by Yorgos Kyriakopoulos (pp. 252-268, 9 figures, 90 endnotes, 49 references, including “Further Reading”). There was little cultural change in the Aegean region from Late Antiquity to the last quarter of the 18th century. Only minor differences in the everyday food repertoire are noted between religious groups, but marked differences occurred during religious holidays. Kyriakopoulos points out that the “bread culture” dictated the sizes of cooking pots and that there were urban and rural variations. Fireplace ovens and stoves also dictated
the shapes of cooking pot bases. Eight main forms of cooking pots and some minor variants are described and illustrated in color, and vessel nomenclature and pedigree reviewed. A case study from the Island of Siphnos differentiates pottery workshops production and export through three periods: pre-1840, 1840-1930, and 1930-1948. He ends his excellent analysis with a salient comment: “Sadly, after 65 centuries, the [pottery] craft can be pronounced dead” (p. 265).

An incredible amount of information is presented in this well-edited volume, and the excellent color illustrations, maps, and line drawings add immeasurably to the narratives. It is definitely a valuable landmark study that will be useful for years to come and would also be valuable to scholars concerned with foodways in other parts of the world. The monograph uses an pleasing and easy to read font, but, alas, the printing ink was smeared on three pages (p. 35, 36, and 108) in the copy I purchased.

*Journal of Roman Pottery Studies* 16, edited by Steven Willis, Oxford and Philadelphia: Oxbow Books for The Study Group for Roman Pottery, 2015. xii + 190 pp., illustrations (black-and-white and color), tables, appendices. ISBN-10: 178570074X, ISBN-13: 978-1785700743. $100.00 (paperback) and $50.00 (e-Book); less costly at some retailers. This journal appears at irregular intervals and was published initially by Oxbow Books for The Study Group for Romano-British Pottery (volumes 1-12) and more recently for The Study Group for Roman Pottery. These volumes focus on a variety of topics from Britain and the Continent, ranging from papers dealing with production sites to the distribution of ceramic types, and include relevant book reviews. Four previous issues of the *Journal of Roman Pottery Studies* have been reviewed in this column in the *SAS Bulletin: Volume 11*, edited by Pamela V. Irving; Oxford, 2004; *SAS Bulletin* 28(4):14 (Winter 2005). *Volume 13: A Mortarimium Bibliography for Roman Britain*, edited by Katharine F. Hartley and Roberta Tomber, with Peter V. Webster; Oxford: Oxbow Books, 2007; *SAS Bulletin* 30(3):21 (Fall 2007). *Volume 14*, edited by Pamela V. Irving and Steven Willis; Oxford: Oxbow, 2009); *SAS Bulletin* 33(3):13 (Fall 2010). *Volume 15*, edited by Steven Willis; Oxford and Oakville, CT: Oxbow Books, 2012; *SAS Bulletin* SAS 36(2):16-18 (Summer 2013). The current volume maintains the excellence of previous issues and adds immeasurably to our understanding of Roman ceramics. This issue begins with the obituaries of three members of the Study Group, followed by nine significant contributions, and ends with four book reviews (one volume each published in French and German and two in English; pp. 180-196). The scholarship and editing are superb and this volume, like its predecessors, is recommended to researchers specializing on Roman ceramics but also to the wider community of ceramic specialists in both the Old and New Worlds who deal with issues of pottery provenance, production, and distribution in state-level societies and empires.

“Verulamium Region White Ware production at the Roman kiln site of Brockley Hill, Middlesex: A compositional and technological reassessment” by Silvia Amicone and Patrick Sean Quinn (pp. 1-22, 8 figures, 5 tables, 45 references). The authors are both at University College London. The recent discovery of a Roman kiln site dated c. 50-170 AD at Northgate House in the present day City of London (Seeley and Drummond-Murray 2005) has begun to alter the view of pottery production and distribution in and around Roman London. The kiln site at Northgate House produced a range of material, including sandy, light-colored, functional pottery that closely matches Verulamium Region White Ware (VRW). Production of this common Roman coarse ware was previously thought to have been restricted to workshops of the Verulamium region pottery industry, which was located between Stanmore and St. Albans, northwest of London. Previous studies are reviewed and the selection of 50 VRW specimens (sherds from mortaria and flagons) from six contents is documented. Thin section analysis and ED-XRF studies were undertaken (splendid color microphotographs, Figs. 5-6). Sources of variability are also considered and a PCA classification presented.

“’Hoo ware’ – an investigation and comparative analysis of evidence recovered from a first century AD Romano-British site in North Kent” by David Applegate (pp. 23-53, 23 figures [ five in color], 77 print and 7 Web references). The discovery in August 1955 of an assemblage of Romano-British pottery flagons of mid-first century AD date located in the saltmarshes and mudflats of the Medway estuary at Hoo resulted in a published typology of the pottery (Blumstein 1956). Although no evidence of a pottery kiln was discovered, the assemblage was tentatively interpreted as the working debris from a possible kiln due to a small number of wasters that were identified amongst the material. In 1996 members of the Upchurch Archaeological Research Group discovered another large assemblage of typologically identical pottery from the same location (Site 056) (UARG 1999, 12). Pat Quinn undertook a thin section petrographic analysis (color microphotographs, Figs. 11-13). Applegate discusses flagon types and other forms, the lack of mortaria, and presence of a few Samian ware sherds. Ten flagon types are documented along
with 20 Monaghan beakers, jars, cups, dishes, and platters. “Roman pottery production at the site of Vervoz, Belgium, between the mid-first century AD and the end of the second century AD” by Barbara Borgers (pp. 54-72, 11 figures [five in color], 2 tables, 54 references). Borgers explores the potential of ceramics as a source for understanding social and technological traditions focusing on the pottery production site of Vervoz. Excavations at the site (1962-1972), which lies in the Meuse region of Belgium, revealed important evidence for pottery manufacture during the Roman period, consisting of seven workshops (with clay storage, preparation areas, and kilns), production debris, and pottery, dated to between the mid-1st century and the end of the 2nd century AD. By using a compositional approach combining typomorphological study with thin section analysis, aspects of the raw materials and production technology of this pottery were investigated (the research is a part of her Ph.D. thesis). The results of the site excavation, the selection of 126 sherd specimens, and fabric classification through thin section analysis are documented (color microphotograph, Fig. 11); 12 fabrics were characterized among the specimens which chronologically span the Early and Middle Roman periods.

“Unusual kiln vessels from Danbury, near Chelmsford, Essex” by Joyce Compton (pp. 73-76, 3 figures, 10 references). During monitoring work for Aggregate Industries (UK) Ltd at Danbury Quarry in 2006 a Roman pottery kiln (NGR TL 762 058) was uncovered by Phoenix Consulting Archaeology Ltd. Upwards of 14 kg of pottery, and a similar quantity of ceramic building material, was initially recorded. The pottery was further recorded, by context, by the Essex County Council Field Archaeology Unit, noting the relevant sherd counts and weights by fabric. The author documents kiln and non-kiln pottery, and provides an appraisal of a number of unusual vessels deemed to be kiln products, since full publication of the site is unlikely to take place. Use as saggars or as vessels in frit production are considered. “Getting Samian ware to Britain: Routes and transport possibilities” by Geoffrey Dannell and Allard Mees (pp. 77-92, 73 figures, 23 references and three ancient sources). The authors note that much of what is written here reflects what they stated at the recent Reading conference ‘Seeing Red’ and which was published in the conference proceedings volume (Dannell and Mees “New approaches to Samian distribution,” in M. Fulford and E. Durham (eds.), Seeing Red: New Economic and Social Perspectives on Gallo-Roman terra sigillata, London, pp. 165-187, 2013). It is a brief survey, consistent with the time limits of the conference at which they presented this summary, namely the Study Group’s Amsterdam conference organized by Julie van Kerckhove and Mark Driessen. The data used comes from Names on Terra Sigillata volumes 1–6 (Hartley and Dickinson 2008-2010). Britain was an attractive market for Samian products and the authors document general riverine and overland routes in Gaul and note possible portages. Eight major kiln sites that produced stamp decorated pottery are reviewed, seven in France: La Graufesenque (the Rhône-Moselle-Rhine corridor); Montans (mid-1st and 2nd centuries AD); Les Martres-de-Veyre; Lezoux; Rheinzabern; Trier; and Chémery-lès-Faulquematen; and Colchester in Britain.

“Pottery production in Roman Cologne: A summary of old and new finds” by Constanze Höpken (pp. 93-104, 8 figures, 1 table, 16 references). The first settlement of Cologne -- the oppidum Ubiorum -- was founded by the Romans on the river Rhine in what is now northwest Germany, in the last centuries BC. In AD 50 it became the colony Colonia Claudia Ara Agrippinensium and around AD 80 the colony became the capital of the newly created province of Germania Inferior. In the second century the new capital was a focal point of a flourishing economy, integrated in the international business of the Roman Empire. Between AD 259/260 and 274 the city became the capital of the Gallic Empire and in 355 it was plundered by the Franks. About 50 Roman pottery production sites are situated within Cologne city and chronologically span the period from the early 1st century to the 4th century AD. Selected pottery types are illustrated for four periods (first half 1st century, 2nd half 1st century, 2nd century, and 3rd and 4th centuries). Wasters are documented from Severinstrate 222-228 and Georgstrasse 7, and the chronological decline in production is reviewed. A catalog of the workshops completes the analysis. “The Ancient Tripolitanian amphora: The evidence from France and the recent excavation at Toulouse ‘caserne Niel’” by Matthew E. Loughton and Laurence Alberghi (pp. 105-130. 15 figures, 6 tables, 131 references). The past several decades has seen a vast improvement in our understanding of amphora production in Tunisia during the Roman period. Most notable is the recent typological synthesis by Michael Bonifay (2004), while great advances have been made in assigning amphorae to different production centres (for example Bonifay et al 2010; Gallia et al 2005; Mrabet and Ben Moussa 2007) and identifying the commodities they contained (Ben Lazreget al 1995; Bonifay 2007; Slim et al 2007). In contrast, less work has been devoted to Tripolitian amphorae (Panella 1973; 1977; Zevi and Tchernia 1969, 193-195). Tripolitian amphorae characteristically have an ovoid shape, a short triangular or vertical rim, a short neck, two rounded handles, and a simple button-like base. The recent rescue excavation in Toulouse (published in
2012) produced 880,000 sherds, ca. 80 metric tons. The authors discuss the selection of 1,434 sherds from 13 excavation zones and review the typology, spatial distribution, frequency, and illustrate diagnostic sherds’ Four fabrics were discerned using visual analysis and the use of a hand lens. Stamps, resin linings, reuse, and modifications are noted and comparanda reported. The chronological span begins in ca. 150 BC and the distribution in France is detailed. Dated find spots in France, Greece, Portugal, Spain, and North Africa suggested terminal dates of production.

“A gazetteer of the incidence of less common Samian ware fabrics and products in northern and western Britain. Part 1: Introduction and South Gaulish fabrics” by Margaret Ward (pp. 131-155, 3 figures, 2 appendices, 192 references). Brian Hartley’s seminal work of 1972, “The Roman occupation of Scotland: the evidence of Samian ware” published in Britannia, was both revelation and inspiration, highlighting the significance of Samian ware found on the northernmost frontier of the Roman Empire. Patterns of presence, but also of absence, were evident in the supply to Britain. Hartley’s findings were expanded upon and analysed by Steven Willis (2005 and 2011). Their research draws to our attention not only trends, but deviations from what may be considered the normal patterns of Samian distribution in Roman Britain. Ward focuses on five ceramic production areas: South Gaul (Montans, Banassac, and La Graufesenque); Central Gaulish (Lezoux); “Black Samian” (Lezoux); East Gaulish; and Central Gaulish. Ward discusses the development of the database and Gazetteer, biases (northern and military), inclusions, absences, and exclusions, provenance, dating, and problems. “Late Montans decorated Samian ware from Scotland and North-West England” by Felicity C. Wild (pp. 156-179, 14 figures, 9 references). During the preparation of his article, “The Roman occupations of Scotland: the evidence of Samian ware” (Hartley 1972), that the late Brian Hartley realized that an appreciable quantity of late South Gaulish ware came from sites in Scotland with no evidence for 1st century occupation, including those on the Antonine Wall, and that this must, consequently, be assigned to the Antonine period. Most, if not all, of this material is likely to have originated from Montans. He had hoped to include full publication of both the stamps and decorated ware in his original article, but this never materialized. Wild documents the characteristics of the ceramics, provides a map of Scottish sites, and has identified three Montans potters. The ware was distributed AD 140-160 and a catalogue of sites and specimens from Scotland and North-West England is provided.

**Roman Pottery in the Near East: Local Production and Regional Trade: Proceedings of the Round Table Held in Berlin, 19-20 February 2010**, Bettina Fischer-Genz, Yvonne Gerber and Hanna Hamel (eds.), Roman and Late Antique Mediterranean Pottery 3, BAR International Series 88, Oxford: Archaeopress, 2014. ii + 215 pp., illustrated throughout. ISBN 9781905739677, £35.00/$63.00 (paperback); ISBN 9781784910686, £29.75 (e-publication). The Archaeopress series, Roman and Late Antique Mediterranean Pottery (RLAMP), is devoted to research of the Roman and late Antique pottery in the Mediterranean. It is designed to serve as a reference point for all potential authors devoted to pottery studies on a pan-Mediterranean basis. The series seeks to gather innovative individual or collective research on the many dimensions of pottery studies ranging from pure typological and chronological essays, to diachronic approaches to particular classes, the complete publication of ceramic deposits, pottery deposit sequences, archaeometry of ancient ceramics, methodological proposals, studies of the economy based on pottery evidence or, among others, ethnoarchaeological ceramic research that may help to understand the production, distribution and consumption of pottery in the Mediterranean basin. An international workshop with 20 participants dedicated solely to the study of Roman common ware pottery in the Near East was held in Berlin in February 2010. The goal of this workshop was to provide researchers actively engaged in the study of Roman common wares the possibility to meet and discuss the current state of research as well as questions and problems they are facing with their material. Some of the participants were able to bring pottery samples, which provided the possibility to compare and discuss specific fabrics on a regional and supra-regional scale. The volume under review includes 17 papers from this event. Several presentations, as noted below, make use of optical microscopy thin-section analyses and WD-XRF is employed in one contribution. Each article has its own bibliography.

“Roman pottery in the Near East: Local production and regional trade” (pp. 1-2). The editors outline the goals of this monograph and problems related to chronology. “Pottery of the ‘Land of Carchemish’ project and the Northern Euphrates” by Paul Newson (pp. 3-19, 11 figures, 49 references). The survey methodology, sampling strategy, ceramic types (fine ware, table ware, cooking pots, and amphorae), and distributions among the sites are documented for two major periods: Hellenistic and Early Roman and Byzantine and Early Islamic. There is a discussion of production and trade for Hellenistic fine wares and Eastern Sigillata A in this preliminary report. “The local pottery from Ras el
Bassit” by Phil Mills (pp. 21-35, 24 figures, 13 references). Sites are characterized, ceramic periods described, and methodologies reviewed. A total of 41,086 sherds were obtained from stratified contexts and the author discusses Class A amphorae, Class M mortaria and basins, Class N dolia, Class O oxidized utilitarian vessels, and Tile. He concludes that the site produced specialized pottery and coarse ceramic wares during the period spanning the 1st century BC through 7th century AD. “A 3rd to 4th century AD pottery assemblage from Apamea and some further considerations on pottery production and distribution in Roman Syria” by Agnès Vokaer (pp. 37-51, 8 figures, 54 references). The author discusses pottery production in Roman Syria and in Palmyra; the latter had five kilns. Three workshops were also discerned and differentiated in the manufacture of Brittle Ware, tableware, amphorae, and plain ware ceramics. “The Homs Survey (Syria): Contrasting Levantine trends in the regional supply of fine wares, amphorae and kitchen wares (Hellenistic to early Arab periods)” by Paul Reynolds (pp. 53-65, 10 figures, 30 references). Reynolds discusses the chronologies for the Hellenistic period 3rd to 1st century BC, differentiates the Early Roman (1st to 3rd century AD, and Byzantine and early Arab occupation 4th to 8th century AD. Locally-produced and imported wares are noted and Brittle Ware and Syrian calcareous amphorae documented. The author has also published *Trade in the Western Mediterranean, AD 400-700: The Ceramic Evidence*, British Archaeological Reports International Series S-604, Oxford: Tempus Reparatum, 1995 -- reviewed by Charles C. Kolb in the *SAS Bulletin* 33(2):9-10 (Summer 2010); and *Hispania and the Roman Mediterranean, AD 100-700: Ceramics and Trade*, London: Duckworth, 2010 -- reviewed in the *SAS Bulletin* 33(2):10-11 (Summer 2010).

“Roman pottery in Baalbek/Heliopolis” by Hanna Hamel (pp. 67-78. 5 figures, 31 references). Local production is documented for five periods: Hellenistic, 1st to 4th century AD, late 1st to early 2nd century AD, late 2nd and 3rd centuries AD, and early 4th century AD. A wide range of forms were produced from local fabrics: cups, bowls, basins, mortars, kraters, storage jars, cooking pots, casseroles, jugs, and table amphorae. The author discusses these for each of the latter four periods. “Local pottery traditions in the rural settlements around Baalbek/Heliopolis, Lebanon” by Bettina Fischer-Genz (pp. 79-87, 7 figures, 18 references). The survey of ten major sites and methodological considerations are reviewed. Basins and the large variety of storage jars are featured but there was a notable lack of tableware. The settlements are characterized as having a mixed horticultural and animal husbandry economy. “Economy and cultural transfers: evidence of Hellenization and early Romanization in Beirut by” Dina Frangié-Joly (pp. 89-101, 14 figures, 28 references). Site Bey-144 is detailed and a new type of amphora identified (Beirut Amphorae) for the 1st century BC. Other ceramics discussed include cooking vessels, bifido plates, and thin-walled vessels (especially beakers). “Pottery production in the Late Hellenistic and Early Roman Periods at Jiyeh – ancient Porphyreon (Lebanon)” by Urszula Wicenciak (pp. 103-124, 30 figures, 51 references). Two common ware deposits were discerned, the first dating to the late 3rd to mid or later 2nd century BC and the second to mid-1st to early 2nd century AD. For the first she noted a great diversity of vessel forms and wasters, with Coarse Ware production and five amphorae types recognized. Kitchen ware included cooking pots, casseroles, bowls, lekanai, kraters, and jars. For the second period Early Roman period amphorae table amphorae casseroles, cooking pots, jugs, and juglets are notable. “Pithos-type vessels from the excavations in Chhîm, Lebanon” by Zofia Kowarska and Szymon Lenarczyk (pp. 125-134, 6 figures, 22 references). The site chronology spans the Middle Bronze Age to the Late Antique period. The authors discuss terminology, collection strategy (1,500+ vessel fragments were recovered), and characterize pithoi types and forms, and types of decoration. There is a notable lack of securely dated deposits at the site.

“The current state of the WD-XRF database of Hellenistic and Roman Fine Wares in the Levant” by Gerwulf Schneider and Malgorzata Daszkiewicz (pp.135-138, 2 tables, 17 references). The authors point out that their WD-XRF analysis employs a minimum of 15-20 chemical elements rather than just a few elements. Scattergram plots of four wares (imported Hellenistic and Roman Black and Red gloss among them) are reported and 21 Eastern Mediterranean sites with WD-XRF data are tabulated in this brief report. “Kefar Hananya Ware’ made in Yodefat Pottery production at Yodefat in the first century AD” by Mordechai Aviam (pp. 139-146. 6 figures, 8 references). The pottery dates to the Second Temple period (1st century BC to 1st century AD) at Yodefat, a Galilean Jewish town. Excavations located four pottery kilns and one larger kiln could be reconstructed (a line drawing illustration is provided), while another had been destroyed in antiquity due to the construction of a defensive wall. Kefar Hananya Ware, defined in 1993 by David Adan-Baywitz as part of his dissertation research, was being produced in quantity at Yodefat. “Provenance study of Hellenistic and Syrian calcareous amphorae documented. The author has also published *Trade in the Western Mediterranean, AD 400-700: The Ceramic Evidence*, British Archaeological Reports International Series S-604, Oxford: Tempus Reparatum, 1995 -- reviewed by Charles C. Kolb in the *SAS Bulletin* 33(2):9-10 (Summer 2010); and *Hispania and the Roman Mediterranean, AD 100-700: Ceramics and Trade*, London: Duckworth, 2010 -- reviewed in the *SAS Bulletin* 33(2):10-11 (Summer 2010).
from Galilee and Golan, while long-distance exchange involved Italy (Pompeian Red is noted) and Turkey (Phoenician kitchen ware as also present). Optical petrography was performed on nine thin sections (black-and-white microphotographs are among the illustrations) and WD-XRF chemical analysis undertaken on 26 specimens; cluster analysis was performed. “Two-part ceramic incense burners in Late Roman and Byzantine Palestine: technological, regional and ethno-religious aspects” by Itamar Taxel and Mark Iserlis (pp.159-169, 3 figures, 57 references). Three small bowls with matching lids and fenestrated walls are featured. Petrographic analysis was undertaken and the geographic distribution of specimens, provenance, and dating (late 2nd to 3rd century AD through 6th or 7th century AD) are discussed, and comparisons made with 14 known incense burners.

“Late Hellenistic and Early Roman ceramic trends at Tall Mādabā, Jordan” by Jonathan Ferguson (pp. 171-188, 7 figures, a catalogue, 63 references). The author presents preliminary results from his dissertation research. The analysis involved 25,205 diagnostic sherds dating 1st century BC to the turn of the 2nd century AD. The site location is detailed, chronology discussed, and three ceramic groups characterized: 1) storage vessels (pithoi, jugs, jars, juglets, and unguent aria); 2) cooling wares (nine form of cooking pots); and 3) service ware (in the main, bowls, plates, and kraters). The introduction of Nabataean Fine Ware suggested a shift from Hasmonaean to Nabataean political control. “Comparing pottery traditions from South Transjordan and from Middle and North Transjordan during the Nabataean/Roman periods (1st to 5th centuries AD)” by Yvonne Gerber (pp. 189-203, 8 figures, 45 references). Common ware samples from Petra are compared to corresponding forms from Tell Hisban. Chronological terms and sites are discussed and the importance of James Sauer’s ceramic studies noted. Two separate ceramic koines, Nabataean and Palestinian, are postulated for the region. “Coarse ware pottery from Roman Aila (Aqaba, Jordan)” by S. Thomas Parker (pp. 205-215, 16 figures, 30 references). Background is provided on the geography, the site, excavation area, and coarse ware typology. Alia amphorae, a new type dated to the 5th to 7th century AD, are defined, and the distribution of Aqaba Ware ceramics perceived to have major economic implications.


Previous Professional Meetings

in the Qin First Emperor’s Bronze Chariots.” The \textit{ISA 2016 Proceedings} will be published in a special issue of the open access journal \textit{Science and Technology of Archaeological Research} (STAR). Additional information about the conference may be requested at isa2016@uop.gr.

\textbf{Conference: “Voices, Images, and Artefacts of Ancient Craftsmen/Women: Encountering the Producers of Middle Bronze Age Egypt,”} was held 22-24 June 2016 at the Institut National d’Histoire de l’Art (INHA), Paris. One of the 17 papers was on ceramics: Toby C. Wilkinson (University of Cambridge, McDonald Institute for Archaeological Research), “Material metaphors: rethinking pottery decoration of the Near East and Egypt, 4th to 2nd millennia BC.”

\textbf{Journal of Archaeological Science: Reports}
The \textit{J.A:S.R}, an affiliate of the \textit{Journal of Archaeological Science}, began publication in 2015 and as of July 2016, seven issues have been published and two others are in progress. http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/2352409X

It would appear that this journal is, and will continue to be, a remarkable source for ceramic studies. At least every issue thus far as at least one contribution on ceramics: 2015 (n = 11): Volume 1 (n = 1), 2 (n = 4), 3 (n = 4), and 4 (n = 2). 2016 (n = 33): Volume 5 (n = 3), 6 (n = 4), and 7 (n = 26). The latter issue, \textit{J.A:S.R} 7, has two main sections on ceramics; the contents of these are noted below. At least five other ceramic articles are forthcoming.
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New Books


The Old Kingdom of Egypt (Dynasties 4–6, c. 2600–2180 BC) is famous as a period of the builders of the largest Egyptian pyramids. It is generally accepted that the evidence of the use of copper alloy tools from this era is meagre. Martin Odler gathers the textual, iconographic and palaeographic evidence and examines Old Kingdom artefacts in order to revise this view on the use of copper alloy tools and model tools. Furthermore, he provides updated definitions of tool classes and tool kits, together with the context of their use. Besides rare specimens of full-size tools, the largest corpora of the material have been preserved in the form of model tools in the burial equipment of the Old Kingdom elite and were most probably symbols of their power to commission and fund craftwork. Moreover, the size and elaboration of the model tools were probably connected to the social status of the buried persons. The long-standing division in the Egyptological literature between full-size tools and model tools is questioned. The ancient sources also enable to show that the preservation of material culture from the Old Kingdom was largely dependent on a conscious selection made within the past culture, with completely different settlement and funerary contexts and a conspicuous absence of weapons. The volume is completed by co-authored case studies on archaeometallurgy of selected Old Kingdom artefacts in the collection of the Egyptian Museum of Leipzig University, on morphometry of Old Kingdom adze blades and on the finds of stone and ceramic vessels associated with the findings of so-called Old Kingdom model tools.

The main sections of the volume consist of: Introduction (p. 1), Chapter 1. Limits of subject, chronology and chorology (p. 4); Chapter 2. Tools and model tools in archaeological theory (p. 7); Chapter 3. Tools and toilet implements in Ancient Egypt – tools and toilet implements in Ancient Egypt – tools and toilet implements in Ancient Egypt – tools and toilet implements in Ancient Egypt – tools and toilet implements in Ancient Egypt – tools and toilet implements in Ancient Egypt – tools and toilet implements in Ancient Egypt – tools and toilet implements in Ancient Egypt – tools and toilet implements in Ancient Egypt – tools and toilet implements in Ancient Egypt (p. 10); Chapter 4. Definitions of artefacts (p. 13); Chapter 5. Research tools (p. 23); Chapter 6. Copper tools in Old Kingdom textual and iconographic sources (p. 29); Chapter 7. Archaeological sources – material culture (p. 54); Chapter 8. Tools and toilet implements (p. 98); Chapter 9. Towards a semiosis of tools in the Old Kingdom culture (p. 212); Chapter 10. Conclusion (p. 236); Chapter 11. Case studies (p. 238), which includes “Archaeometallurgical study of copper alloy tools and model tools from the Old Kingdom necropolis at Giza” (Jiří Kmošek – Martin Odler – Tereza Jamborová – Šárka Msallamová – Tereza Šálková – Martina Kmoníčková; p. 238), “Morphometrical and statistical case study of Old Kingdom adze blades” (Martin Odler – Ján Dupej; p. 248), “Dating of archaeological contexts from the Memphite necropolis with copper tools and model tools based on assemblages of model stone vessels (Lucie Jirásková; p. 261), “Dating of select Old Kingdom archaeological contexts in the Memphite region based on ceramic finds” (Katarína Arias Kytnarová; p. 264); Bibliography (p. 271); and Catalogue (p. 291). More information and how to purchase the publication can be found at the publisher’s website: http://www.archaeopress.com/ArchaeopressShop/Public/displayProductDetail.asp?id={DED38ACF-A714-4454-8448-4C8C91A92F43}.

note: this book actually was published by the Africa World Press and ready to ship in May 2012, but issues in the quality of the illustrations lead the editor to complain to the publishers, and after two more years of delay, the book’s copyrights were transferred back to the editor and authors, and it is now released as a PDF of the original book proofs.]

Metals, and especially iron, are critical factors of production and destruction and deeply embedded in social relations and cultural life. In the Mandara Mountains of Cameroon and Nigeria, anthropological research over a period of six decades has generated a rich body of data that stimulates exploration of the multi-facetted and complex relationship between technology, society and culture. *Metals in Mandara Mountains Society and Culture* is the collaborative product of researchers from six nations, all with long and ongoing experience of the mountains and their multi-ethnic montagnard inhabitants. It is unique in that it explores the implications of metallurgy for society and culture from points of view that together add up to a regional and multidisciplinary mosaic in which the results of their various approaches—ethnographic, archaeological, ethnoarchaeological and social anthropological—throw light upon each other.

In PART I, the editor introduces the physical and human geography and its metallurgy, Scott MacEachern synthesizes regional archaeology, and Bernhard Gardi describes ground-breaking early ethno-metallurgical research. PART II deals with the reciprocal influences of iron on society and culture. Nic David and Judy Sterner describe the varying forms of integration of ironworkers into montagnard societies. David’s quantitative study emphasizes the rationalization of the iron industry at various scales. David and Ian Robertson investigate the recent competition between montagnard and lowland smiths, and Robertson explores the factors that generate typological variety in hoes and knives. PART III examines the indigenous caste phenomenon found in many montagnard communities in terms of the political and culture history of the area (Olivier Langlois), sociocultural anthropology (James Wade) and in contrasting case studies of Kapsiki iron and brass by Walter van Beek. PART IV, an afterword by Jean-Pierre Warnier, reflects upon and in part resolves tensions between authors’ conclusions while emphasizing that technologies are embedded in systems of agency that transform the persons involved.


**New Book Chapters/Articles**


From the book Late Prehistory and Protohistory: Bronze Age and Iron Age. Proceedings of the XVII UISPP World Congress (1–7 September 2014, Burgos, Spain), Volume 9 / Sessions A3c and A16a, 1. The Emergence of warrior societies and its economic, social and environmental consequences, edited by Fernando Coimbra and Davide Delfino, 2016, Archaeopress Publishers, Oxford, UK, comes “Model of metalwork and scrap’s bronze circulation during Late Bronze Age in the Middle Tagus” (Davide Delfino; p. 91).


Doctoral & Master Theses

**Marpole Metal: Contextualizing the Evidence of Pre-Contact Copper Technology in the Salish Sea Basin**, by Garett David Hunt (Master of Science in Anthropology, Department of Anthropology, Purdue University, West Lafayette, Indiana), August 2015, xii+192 pages, 33 figures, 20 tables, 2 appendices, and bibliographical references.

The purpose of this thesis is to investigate the relationship between the appearance of native copper technologies and the emergent social complexity of the Marpole Phase (2000-1100 BP). By examining collections at the American Museum of Natural History, the Canadian Museum of History, the Royal British Columbian Museum, BC Archaeology Branch records and grey literature, this thesis provides a consolidated report of the earliest evidence for native copper working on the Central Northwest Coast. The prevalence of native copper artifacts that can be confidently associated with the Marpole Phase are extremely limited in number. The evidence suggests that native copper artifacts are not exclusive to the Marpole Phase and are too limited to be used as a diagnostic trait of Marpole cultural complexity. Rather, the uneven adoption of native copper technologies reflects a regional network of competing material narratives. The motivation for communities to adopt native copper technologies is argued to be dependent on the success of the material in communicating a socio-expressive goal. Traditional suggestions of an Alaska-Yukon origin for the technology are rejected through contextual and morphological comparison. However, the archaeological evidence presents a very narrow view into the life history of native copper artifacts within the Central Northwest Coast. This seems counter to the expectations of a local innovation. [Abstract from thesis]

**The Influence of Iron on Arctic Thule Migration Patterns**, by Alina Truzal Aquino (Master of Arts in Anthropology, Department of Anthropology, University of Nevada, Las Vegas), November, 2015, viii+110 pages, 37 figures, 1 table, and bibliographical references.

Arctic scholars have yet to fully understand the reasons behind the migration of Thule culture from the western to the eastern Arctic. This rapid movement across such a vast area into environmentally diverse regions marks a critical period of cultural change that is usually summarized by two theoretical positions. Ecological theories postulated environmental changes placed selective pressures on traditional food sources that required Thule hunters to follow migrating prey. Theories that focused on material acquisition alternately proposed the Thule followed the trail of meteoritic iron eastward into northwestern Greenland.

This research sought to examine the eastward Thule migration from another possible perspective. Instead of taking an environmental view, it focused on the search for valuable materials such as meteoric iron. Information on iron artifacts from archaeological site reports was examined to discuss the use of iron tools and possible metalworking methods. I also conducted experimental research into how meteorite iron ore may have been cold forged into endblades. This provided a deeper understanding of how these materials were processed in an environment with such limited resources. [Abstract from thesis]

Forthcoming Meetings

**Iron in Archaeology: Bloomery Smelters and Blacksmiths in Europe and Beyond** is an international conference in honor of Radomír Pleiner in the 50th year of the CPSA, to be held from May 30 – June 1, 2017, at the National Technical Museum in Prague, Czech Republic. The aim of the conference is to bring together scholars involved in research on early ironworking and to share the newest results and experiences achieved in this field. Very welcome contributions are those informing about recently excavated bloomeries and smithies, about results of analyses of slags and iron artefacts, about new analytical methods developed, new trends and achieved results in experimental archaeometallurgy of iron, etc.

The event will be held at Prague in the spring of 2017, thus 30 years after R. Pleiner himself organized a similar CPSA conference at Liblice near Prague. Conferences organized under the auspice of the CPSA have already a long tradition, which will be, by the forthcoming event, revived and continued. The first meeting was held at Schaffhausen in 1970, the others at Eisenstadt in 1975, Schaffhausen in 1979, Sankelmark in 1980, Voldenberg in 1981, Populonia in 1983, Belfast in 1984, Norberg in 1985, Mainz in 1986, Liblice in 1987 (the 20th anniversary of CPSA), Val Camonica in 1988, Kielce- Améliówka in 1989, Sévenans-Belfort in 1990, Budal in 1991, Ripoll in 1993, Besançon in 1993, Plas Tan y Bwlch in 1997 (the 30th anniversary of CPSA), Biennio in 1998, Sopron-Somogyfajsz in 1999, Sandbjerg in 1999 and Uppsala in 2001. All these conferences were the most enjoyable and friendly of occasions, which helped to bond together a family of scholars of European early
ironworking. The organizers believe that the forthcoming conference in Prague will also be such an event.

Both oral presentation and posters are welcome. Proposals should be submitted with a short abstract via the preliminary registration form. Oral presentations (max. 20 min) as well as posters (A0, A1) must be prepared in English. Poster sessions will take place in a public area of the museum, i.e. will be accessible to all its visitors. Definitive Abstracts (not exceeding 400 words) for all accepted contributions will be published in a Booklet of Abstract, which participants will receive at the Conference. These abstracts must be prepared in compliance with the Instructions for Writing Definitive Abstracts can be submitted by email to J. Hošek (iia2017@arup.cas.cz).

Deadlines and key dates:
Proposal submission (Title & Short Abstract): Jan. 15, 2017
Acceptance of proposed submission: Feb. 28, 2017
Definitive abstracts for Booklet of Abstracts: Apr. 15, 2017

Additional information can be found at the following link: http://www.arup.cas.cz/iia2017/index.html.

The Ninth International Conference on the Beginnings of the Use of Metals and Alloys (BUMA IX) will be held from October 16-19, 2017, at the International Center, Bumin Campus, Dong—A University, Busan, Korea.

About the Conference
The international conference on “the Beginnings of the Use of Metals and Alloys” (BUMA) is the interdisciplinary gathering of scientists, engineers, archaeologists and historians with a focus on production and use of metals, and an emphasis on cultural interactions and evolutions over time and space especially between the West and the Asian region.

BUMA was founded in 1981 by two eminent archaeometallurgists Prof. Robert Maddin in Philadelphia USA and Prof Tsun Ko in Beijing, China, with the strong support of late Professors Cyril Stanley Smith (MIT) and Yunoshin Imai (Tohoku University) from the second Conference on. From Beijing in 1981 BUMA has traveled to Zhengzhou, China (1986), Sanmenxia, China (1992), Matsue, Japan (1998), Gyeongju, Korea (2002), Beijing, China (2006), Bangalore, India (2009). Nara, Japan (2013).

BUMA IX will be held in Busan, Korea in 2017. As the largest harbor of Korea, there are many historical and cultural attractions in Busan.

Scope of the Conference
The main theme at the Busan Conference is “Cultural Interaction and the Use of Metals”. The Conference will provide a forum for discussion on the effects of metals on the culture and history with a special focus on Asian materials. Comparative studies and case studies on ancient and traditional metallurgy from other regions can illuminate the interactions between the Far East and the West through South Asia as well as Eurasia.

The Conference covers the following theme:

(1) Iron and Steel Technology
(2) Copper and Bronze Technology
(3) Precious Metals and Coinage
(4) Casting Technology of Bronze and Iron
(5) Swords and Iron Artifacts
(6) History of Alloys (Brass, Paktong and Shiromé)
(7) Ores and Metal Production
(8) Illustrated Technology of Mining and Metallurgy
(9) Experimental Metallurgy, Survey Methods and Conservation

Important Dates/Deadlines
Abstract (1 page) submission Deadline: Feb. 1, 2017
Abstract Acceptance: Mar. 31, 2017
Advance registration Deadline: May 31, 2017
Final Program: July 31, 2017
Conference: Oct. 16-19, 2017
Full paper (within 8 pages) submission Deadline: Oct. 18, 2017

Additional information can be found in the 1st conference circular PDF file at: http://kim.or.kr/UploadData/Editor/EmBody/201604/96EBAA3E68BA446B2B935206E0DF47D24.pdf, and at the conference website: http://buma9.org/

Previous Meetings
The 22nd Annual Meeting of the European Association of Archaeologist (EAA) was held in Vilnius, Lithuania, from August 31 – September 4, 2016. Three main sessions were dedicated to metals and archaeometallurgy. The session “Iron making techniques and social change in the medieval and early modern Europe” (Abstract nr. TH1-32), included “Basque Iron metallurgy, habitat and social complexity during the Middle Ages (7th-14th A.D.)” (Jose Luis Solaun), “The Iron and the Smartphone: ‘expensive’ technologies at the verge of the


Additional papers of archaeometallurgical interest found in other sessions include “Tin presence in Geto-Dacian silver coins as revealed by XRF and micro-PIXE – a possible explanation” (Bogdan Constantinescu), “‘Yes! We’re all individuals!’ “I’m not”: Clusters and the possible explanation” (Bogdan Constantinescu), “Creative Destruction - Early Bronze Age depositions in the broader Middle Rhine Valley” (Sabrina Autenrieth), “Selective Deposition of Metalworking Remains in Bronze Age Britain” (Sophia Adams), “Deposition of Middle Bronze Age Metalwork on the Isle of Wight: GIS Based Approach” (Robert Kaleta), “The selective deposition of Bronze Age metalwork in the River Trent, English East Midlands” (Mark Pearce), “Late Bronze Age metal deposits in the West fringe of NW Portugal: contingencies” (Hugo Sampaio), “Between two worlds – Hording practices in the Caucasus between European and Near Eastern traditions” (Sabine Reinhold), and “Non-burial metalwork depositions in Bronze Age China: a case study of the Shang” (Cao Qin).
Spagni), “Reconsidering early hillforts in the east Baltic: conflicts and metallurgy” (Vytenis Podėnas), “Anthracology of iron craft in the Canigou mountain (Antiquity-Early Middle Ages)” (Christophe Vaschalde), “The use of charcoal in metallurgy (Iberian Peninsula, 14th and 15th centuries)” (Javier López Rider), “Fuel Selection and Forest Management by Middle Age Belgian Brass Blacksmiths along the Meuse River” (Alexandre Chevalier), “The use of coal in “la chaine opératoire du fer” to late Middle Ages in the north of France” (Benjamin Jagou, Danielle Arribet-Deroin), “The introduction of metals and metalworking in Sicily” (Andrea Vianello), “What’s new? The first bronzesmiths in southern Scandinavia” (Deborah Olausson), “Value -added gold: The physical, social, and cultural re-purposing of Scandinavian bracteates” (Nancy Wicker), “Striking Objects: Comparing the metal used for Roman copper-alloy coinage and domestic artefacts” (Peter Bray), “Moulding meanings. Late Bronze Age valuables through the organisation of metalworking” (Anna Sörman), “Geophysical and Archaeological research on Late Roman Ironsmelting site at Virje (Croatia)” (Igor Medarić), “Use of space in metalworking - Spatial analysis of working areas by systematic soil sampling” (Arne Jouttič), and “Copper ore: the path from the Tien Shan to the South Urals in the Late Bronze Age” (Nikolai Shcherbakov).

More details on the conference, including the full preliminary program can be found at: http://www.bergbaumuseum.de/de/forschung/tagungen/anatolian-metal-viii.

Internationales Symposium “Anatolian Metal VIII”: Eliten-Handwerk-Prestigegüter will be held November 17-19, 2016, at the Deutsches Bergbau-Museum, Bochum, Germany. Since 1998 the Deutsches Bergbau-Museum Bochum has regularly organized the symposium series “Anatolian Metal”. In this series, findings from the museum’s research in Anatolia and neighboring countries are presented to other scholars in the field. This series has now become a firm fixture and will be continued in the years to come. The previous conferences have been funded by the Gerda Henkel Foundation and the Fritz Thyssen Foundation, and it is anticipated that this will continue. The 2016 conference will be the eighth such symposium in the series and will be held in memory of Halet Çambel (1916-2014), an important figure in Anatolian Archaeology.

The conference will include a range of papers including “Gold in anatolischen Hochkulturen” (Hans-Gert Bachmann), “The Agency and Value of Metal in depositional Contexts” (Christoph Bachhuber), “Neue Erkenntnisse zu den Goldfunden aus dem Königsgrab von Ur” (Moritz Jansen, Sabine Klein, Andreas Hauptmann), “Zu den chalkolitischen Goldfunden von Varna” (Ernst Pernicka, Verena Leusch), and “Edelmetallverarbeitung in der Kupfer- und Bronzezeit” (Barbara Armbruster). More details on the conference, including the full preliminary program can be found at: http://eaavilnius2016.lt/.

Research, Education & Employment Opportunities

MIT Visiting Faculty Fellowship in Archaeological Materials. The Department of Materials Science and Engineering (DMSE) at MIT invites applications for its new, ongoing program of Visiting Faculty Fellowships in Archaeological Materials. The Fellowship is intended to support a visiting scholar at DMSE for up to one academic year who will work at the intersection of materials science and engineering and archaeology, which includes investigations that bridge archaeological materials and paleoecologies. Fellows can draw upon DMSE facilities and laboratories as well as those at the Center for Materials Research in Archaeology and Ethnology (CMRAE). The Fellowship includes a salary, and additional support is available for teaching.

Applicants should submit a letter of interest, a CV with the names of three references, up to three publications, and a two- to three-page description of the applicant’s research plan and, optionally, for teaching during the term of the Fellowship. Applicants from academic institutions must have appointments at the level of Associate Professor or Professor.

Please submit application materials no later than by 31 January 2017 to dmse-fellowship@mit.edu. Questions about the Fellowships may be addressed directly to Professor Heather Lechtman (lechtman@mit.edu).

With MIT’s strong commitment to diversity in engineering education, research and practice they especially encourage minorities and women to apply. MIT is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action employer.

Web-based Resources

An online article discussing the use of children as miners at the Bronze Age mine of Great Orme, Wales, UK, can be found at this link: http://www.bbc.com/earth/story/20160420-the-ancient-copper-mines-dug-by-bronze-age-children?ocid=fbtra.
Obituary

Ursula Martius Franklin (1921-2016)

Dr Ursula Martius Franklin, one of the true pioneers in the field of archaeometry, died on July 22, 2016, at the age of 94. Dr Franklin was born in Munich in 1921, where her father was an archaeologist and her mother an art historian. She spent the last several years of the war interned in a forced labour camp, where she suffered frostbite that led to constant pain in her legs for the rest of her life. After the war, she attended the Technical University Berlin receiving in 1948 a doctorate in experimental physics. She came to Canada as a post-doctoral student at the University of Toronto in 1949, and Toronto was her home base for the rest of her life.

Following her postdoctoral studies she was employed for 15 years at the Ontario Research Foundation, and then joined the Department of Metallurgy and Materials Science of the University of Toronto as an Associate, then Full Professor. At U of T, she became known as an inspirational teacher and a mentor to countless students and colleagues. She carried out research in such “conventional” areas as materials characterization by X-ray diffraction and X-ray microradiography. However, it was in the application of materials characterization techniques to ancient and historic materials, both metallic and non-metallic, that her work has had the greatest scientific impact. One of her more important accomplishments was as creator and director of the Collegium Archaeometricum, a group of colleagues in a wide range of disciplines from the University of Toronto and other universities in Southern Ontario as well as the Royal Ontario Museum. The Collegium, which included metallurgists, physicists, chemists, mineralogists, anthropologists, statisticians and museum conservators, acted as a stimulus for collaborative research as well as for the teaching of Archaeometry, with courses at both the graduate and undergraduate levels. She considered interdisciplinary studies to being equivalent to going fishing with friends in that someone brings the boat, someone knows where the fish are, someone knows what equipment to recommend, someone knows how to cook the fish, and all are friends. One of her favourite metaphors was to liken scientific collaboration to a potluck supper where everybody contributes what he or she can do best.

In 1984, she was awarded the title of University Professor (as distinct from Professor in a specific department), the highest honour given by the University to a faculty member, and was the first woman at U of T to be accorded this honour. She was active in the international archaeometric community, including the International Symposia on Archaeometry. She was known (and perhaps feared) for her penetrating and incisive questions and comments in discussions following seminars and conference presentations. For the last part of her academic life, she was a Senior Fellow at Massey College, the University of Toronto’s interdisciplinary graduate college, and a Fellow of the Ontario Institute for Studies in Education. She also served for a time as director of the U of T’s Museum Studies programme.

In addition to her scholarly life, Ursula Franklin, a lifelong practicing Quaker, participated in an incredible number of public activities related to peace, international understanding and the role of women in society. She worked tirelessly to bring a humanitarian and feminist voice to the world of science, and the world in general. In the 1960s, she used her analytical expertise to help investigate the levels of strontium-90 - present in radioactive fallout from nuclear weapons testing - in children’s teeth. This work was instrumental in discussions about stopping nuclear weapons testing in the atmosphere, and was a factor in her deep scepticism towards nuclear energy production in Canada.

She was active in encouraging young women to seek careers in science, working for peace and justice, and considerations of the social impacts of science and technology. She felt that women’s perspectives are often different from those of their male counterparts - that
they are more likely to create a spirit of cooperation, and allow them to connect knowledge gained with its impact on communities rather than its economic impact.

She gave much consideration to how science and technology shape our society and how they are, in turn, shaped by the demands that society makes of them. She encouraged people to become “citizen scientists”, to gain a general knowledge of science and technology in order to understand issues and become activists if necessary to influence and even reverse the directions of change. She drew a distinction between holistic technology as illustrated by the creative work of artisans, and prescriptive technology of corporations and bureaucracies which require a division of labour, with operations carried out in a series of steps, thereby requiring a need for bosses or managers and creating a culture of compliance and, if necessary, enforcement. She once said that she liked the monarchy because it represented “defanged power.”

She wrote and co-produced numerous radio programs on science, technology and public policy. These included a number for Ideas, the prestigious CBC radio series, with titles such as “Technology, Democracy and Freedom”, “Nuclear Peace”, “Complexity and Management”, and “Size and Scale in Technology”. Books she authored included Every Tool Shapes the Task: Communities and the Information Highway (Lazara 1996), The Real World of Technology (Anansi, rev. ed. 1999), The Ursula Franklin Reader: Pacifism as a Map (Between the Lines, 2006, and Ursula Franklin Speaks: Thoughts and Afterthoughts (McGill-Queens, 2014).

She received many honours throughout her life including being named a Companion of the Order of Canada, a Fellow of the Royal Society of Canada and a Member of the Order of Ontario. She was awarded numerous other honours notably the Pearson Medal of Peace for her work in advancing human rights, a Governor General’s Award for promoting the equality of girls and women in Canada and honorary degrees from many Canadian universities. With her keen interest in education at all levels, she was deeply pleased when the school authorities in Toronto named a new high school “The Ursula Franklin Academy.” She took a deep interest in the school, played a major role in its academic planning and curriculum, and made frequent visits. She believed that the appropriate metaphor for education was a garden, not a production line, and this philosophy infuses the Academy. This was very much along the lines of what she called her “earthworm hypothesis”: many tiny moves and achievements of individuals prepare the soil in which progress grows.

As one of her admirers and friends succinctly put it, “A giant tree has fallen”. However from this tree many new shoots have sprung, pushing science and humane thinking ahead. In these troubling times, Ursula’s voice calling for peace and justice and the absence of fear, and her clear determination to fight for dignity and humanity are sorely missing. Let us hope that somebody as forceful and determined as Ursula Martius Franklin will take up the torch that she had to drop.

Ursula is survived by her husband of more than 60 years, a son, a daughter and four grandchildren. In addition, in many communities throughout the world there are people who admired her and were strongly influenced by her. For many she was a mentor, a colleague, a role model, a friend. She lived her convictions in a very passionate way, and always defended with incredible determination and admirable strength what she felt was important and just. She will be deeply missed but not forgotten.

- R. Heimann, V. Vitali and M.L. Wayman

UPCOMING CONFERENCES

2017


29 March-2 April. Society for American Archaeology. 82nd Annual Meeting, Vancouver, BC, Canada. General information: TBA


2-6 April. 253rd American Chemical Society National Meeting and Exposition. San Francisco, CA, USA. General information: TBA
